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for loop I am new to python. I have a list of movies and each

movie has an actor name. I am trying to print only those movies
whose actors and their corresponding movie names appear

within the order of the input list. The input list has two sub lists
-- one with a name and the other with an associated title. The

title appears before the name. This is what I have tried so far --
for movie in allmovies: for firstname, lastname, title, director,
genre in themovielist[0][0:3]: if movie.title!= '' and movie.title

not in themovielist: print('{0} {1} {2} - {3}'.format(title,
firstname, lastname, movie.title)) This prints all the movies and
their actor names but the order of the list is wrong. It needs to

be (title, firstname, lastname, movie.title). How do I do this? A:
In Python, lists are not ordered in any specific way. Use the
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argsort() function to get a list of the movies sorted in order of
your desired criteria. from operator import itemgetter movies =

['movie1','movie2','movie3','movie4','movie5','movie6']
print(*sorted(map(itemgetter
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